OPENING THE CHAIR

**A**
With both hands holding the chair upright with the handle bending away place one foot on the base of the chair frame.

**B**
Holding the handle by the headrest raise handle until the securing clips have locked the handle in place.

**C**
Slide the head support downwards.

**D**
Release the chair tracks by unclipping the passenger safety belt.

**E**
While holding the chair handle bring stair track towards you with foot still placed on the chair frame base.

**F**
Raise seat frame up until it meets the track strut.
**PASSENGER TRANSFER**

A. Hold chair upright with one foot still placed on the base of the chair frame.

B. Passenger can now be seated and safety harness can be fastened.

C. To easily transport the passenger to the top of the stairs, use your foot to deploy the rear wheel assembly.

**STAIRWAY DESCENT**

A. On reaching the summit of the stairs, rear wheel assembly can now be closed and frame of chair tilted into balance position.

B. With both hands on either side of the handle tilt chair backwards slightly and push confidently over top stair.

C. After the chair has been pushed onto the stairs, ensure the tracks make contact with the top two stairs and pause. The friction tracks will hold the chair to the stairs.

D. Now without releasing the chair move hands to the top of the handle and push downwards for stairway descent.

E. As the front wheels touch the floor at the end of the stairs, move hands back to side of handle and tilt chair forward.

F. On reaching a level surface rear wheel assembly can now be released ready for horizontal travel.